
There is an urgent need for a 
replenishment product - a spray sterilizer 

Here are the spray sanitizers we are currently selling. 
https://www.bitstrong.co.jp/store/%e9%9b%bb%e5%8b%95-
nano%e3%82%b9%e3%83%97%e3%83%ac%e3%83%bc%e3%82%ac%e3
%83%b3-bs-5kse/ 
 
Unlike during the COVID-19 period, many manufacturers no longer produce 
such products due to the drastic reduction in the demand for body 
temperature detectors. We are a device sales company in the medical 
industry, and we plan to continue to maintain/promote these products. 
What we expect is 
1. Preferably the same product as the picture below (different can also be) 
2. Professional manufacturers who will continue to produce and sell such 
products 

 

If you are willing to cooperate, please follow the steps below to provide 
information (you need to discuss with the person in charge of the Japanese 
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with a complete set of information to advance, and you can't advance without 
complete information) 
Trouble to put your 
1. The company's official website and Chinese company name 
2. Your 1688, made-in-China and alibaba international stations and other 
major store 
URLs 3. First limit the quotation table of your best-selling models (RMB EXW 
price/excluding tax) 
The price is different depending on the quantity, but please quote according to 
your MOQ 
4. Attach the product introduction 
5. Your email 
address is sent topartner_p@bitstrong.co.jp 
(also welcome to use WeChat (ID: med-ind1189) for further communication). 
On the other hand, we are not so much looking for products as we are looking 
for the right manufacturers in Japan and our efforts. 
(https://med-ind-assoc.net/partner/2023/10/24/ac-dc/ as below.) 

Our company (https://www.bitstrong.co.jp) is a sales company in Japan, and 
we have been selling good products from many domestic manufacturers. It is 
best to have a manufacturer like the one below who is willing to cultivate the 
Japanese market (sorry for not talking about non-direct manufacturers). 
We are also looking for part-time jobs who can help: foreign 
trade/procurement/business background in mechanical/electronic/electrical, 
and people who are familiar with platforms such as 1688, made-in-China or 
alibaba international station, and those who are interested are troublesome to 
contact. 
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